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Background 

 

● Genre 

○ Family board game but also adaptable to various groups - teanagers, 

adults.  

○ Science Fiction, detection, crime, comedy. 

○ Board game with possible online elements, parts. This could be tailored 

with possible on line elements depending upon age and demographic 

group targeted. 

 

Production 

 

To get an approximate estimate over the price of producing my game I used the website 

howmuchtomakeaboardgame.com to get a rough idea of the cost of production. Filling 

out a questionnaire to a close approximation to when I believe my final product will 

resemble I got a dollar quote of €12128 ($19829.91) for 1000 games. This wouldn't be 

in the final cost of production, but it is a starting point. At the end of the questionnaire 

their was also a link to Cartamundi, a Belgium company for any further enquiries for all 

production. They touted that they were the world's leading games manufacturer games, 

with factories across 4 continents.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Questionnaire. 
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● How many games do you want to produce? 

○ 1000 games  

● What type of packaging do you have in mind? 

○ 315 x 225 x 70 mm  

● Do you need an inlay in the box? 

○ yes, plastic vac-tray’  

● Does your game have a gameboard? 

○ 420 x 297 mm (A3)  

● Does your game have cards? 

○ yes, up to 55 cards  

● Do you need movers? 

○ yes, up to 6 standard movers 

● Does your game have dice? 

○ no  

● Does your game have cardboard tokens or tiles? 

○ yes  

● Does your game contain other components? (switch on and off) 

○ You didn't want any components  

● Does our game have a game guide (rule book)? 

○ yes, a folded leaflet  
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Rules and Materials + Gameplay + Theme 

 

You are part of a team of super geniuses who create a new electronic storage device 

that can download the internet and plug the data directly into the human mind, called 

The Widget. Upon this discovery the team split up. Now your on a race to be the first 

person to set up a network of Widgets across the city, to download the entire internet 

before the others. To set up this network you must go to several locations around the 

city to siphon off their Bandwidth for your own use.  

 

But the actions of the super geniuses have drawn the attention of the Investigation 

Bureau Agency (IAB). Labelling the team of internet thieves with the moniker of the 

Bandwidth Bandits. As a response the bureau has sent their top agent. Codename 

Agent C, who is on the case across the city, on the hunt for clues to find  and arrest the  

Bandwidth Bandits. Agent C must also uninstalling Widgets installed by Bandits. 

Chasing down any Bandits who may cross his path. 

 

You are racing against time and the other Bandits to install your network of Widgets 

across the city. Redirecting the Bandwidth and returning to your Hideout, to download 

the Internet into your mind.  
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The Game Setup  

 

● Before shuffling the Location Cards, the four Hideout Location Cards are to be 

placed in the four corners in the corresponding colour (Red, Green, Blue and 

Orange). 

● The location cards are then shuffled and placed in the 12 designated spaces on 

the board at random. 

● Once the location cards are placed, the Investigation Bureau Agent (Agent C.) 

commences  on the Investigation Bureau Station Location Card. 

● Each Bandit is given 3 action cards at the beginning of the game.  

○ A Bandit can restock the three Action Cards by returning to any Hideout. 

● The Bandit who is closest to the IB Agent start the game. 

 

Gameplay  

● Going around the board clockwise, each Bandit has their turn. 
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● Each Bandit can move 3 times (horizontally or vertically) during a turn, and use 2 

Action cards. 

● The Action Cards are: 

○ Place a Widget 

○ Remove a Widget (remove another Bandits Widget with in a 1 space 

horizontally or vertically). 

○ IB Agent Tip off (call the Agent C. to any location card of the Bandits 

choice. Excluding hideout locations). 

● i.e. A can moves up one space to the Cafe. Use an Action Card to place a 

Widget. Then move across two spaces. Getting close enough to use a remove 

Widget Action Card on another Bandits location. Adding to 3 movements and 2 

uses of Action Cards. 

 

 

 

 

IB Agent (Agent C.) 

● Everyone has their first turn, the Agent C. is activated. 

○ A card is drawn from the IB agent deck. Agent C. then goes to the 

location on the card. 

○ If any widgets are on the location they are removed. 
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○ If any Bandits are in that location, they discard their Action Cards and 

escape to the location closest with a Widget installed. 

 

How to Win 

● To win a Bandit must have 4 widgets installed on 4 locations, then return to their 

hideout to activate them. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Materials of the Game 

 

1 x Game Board 

5 x Player Pieces (1xRed, 1xGreen, 1xBlue, 1xOrange and 1xBlack)  

16 x Widgets (4xRed, 4xGreen, 4xBlue and 4xOrange) 

12 x Location Cards 

4 x Hideout Cards 
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12 x Agent Cards 

24 x Action Cards 

● 14 x Install Widgets, 6 x Remove Widgets and 4 x IBA Tip Off 

 

 

Ideation + Prototype 

 

The idea form came from a brainstorming exercise in class. We had to come up with 

five Game titles in two minutes. In the process I came up with the alliterative title 

Bandwidth Bandits. I liked it so much that I decided to use it as the starting base for 

my final game project. Once I came up with the title I began to flesh out the concept and 

themes of the game. Why would someone steal Bandwidth? What would make them 

Bandits? What does their world look like? In the first iteration The Bandits were a team 

of Spies trying to sneak  into secure locations to hack into the internet servers together 

intel. Each Bandit would be given some kind of specialties skill like “Master of Disguise” 

or “Computer Coding”. Along with using gadgets, copying security cards or specific 

disguises (i.e. security guard, janitor or police officer) to increase the success of 

infiltrating. Working as a kind of point multiplier.  

 

While the Bandits would infiltrate the locations another player would have the specific 

role of “The Agent”. The Agent was an asymmetric part of the game that would have the 

task of tracking down and capturing The Bandits. They would go to location to location, 

reversing the actions of the Bandits while trying to locate their hideout. There are 

several things that made this mechanic difficult to implement. Because the person 

playing as the agent The Agent would be aware of the actions of the others it was 

impossible to keep it secret. So the agent eventually evolved into the mechanics of the 

games system rather than a role for another player to in body.  

 

The other thing that was difficult to implement was how would the gadgets help infiltrate 

and what would infiltrating the location mean for a player. Would infiltration mean points 

and how would those points or would it be the percentage bar symbolising how much 

internet had been downloaded. What ultimately it was decided was to simplify the 
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elements. What the players actions were, what gadgets for do and how would someone 

win. Simplifying it made it clear what a players goals were to complete the game. 

 

Again that I took inspiration from was Carcassonne and its city building elements. From 

the beginning I wanted the city to be randomly built each time and you game would 

begin. The reason why I was so in that each game would different to the last. Keeping 

the experience fresh for both new and returning players. So the city is build at the 

beginning of every game using cards with two locations. This allows for the element of 

randomisation they could be utilised for both the players and the new game mechanic of 

The Agent.  

 

The Agent begins at the same location of each game, but that location would be 

random. What I wanted was something to help slow down the piece of the game without 

taking too much agency from the players. The Agent can randomly sabotage play 

progress but they also have the ability to control where the agent lose by using the 

simplified action cards. 

 

 

When play testing what was the most common issue was the actions weren't clear to 

the players. The original free action cards were. 

● Widget (Place a Widget) 

● + 2 Movement 

● IB Agent Tip off 

What was confusing was that the + 2 movement wasn't clear on how it work and how it 

would affect the players turn overall. The card was meant to allow players to move 

further across the board in one turn. But it wasn't clear if it took out one of the uses of an 

action card or if it counted as a movement from their turn. Because it wasn't clear of 

what it's use was, it wasn't used much by the players. So it was replaced with 

something more useful, the Remove Widget Action Card.  

 

Adding this Remove Widget card along with, allowing players to restock their action 

cards by returning to any hideout made the game flow smoother and faster. 
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Final Thoughts 

 

This has been my first marketing subject and I had to learn a lot of new things in the 

process. Creating a product that would be sold to the market was a new perspective I've 

had to take through developing my game. I think during this process I've created a 

game that I I am interested in developing further Beyond this assessment. Not just as a 

product to be sold but as another way to understand and develop my own craft. A new 

Avenue to entertain people. To tell stories. I'm happy with the outcomes of Bandwidth 

Bandits. Now that I have gone through this process I look forward to seeing the new 

ideas I come up with. 


